SHAIKHA HESSA GIRLS’ SCHOOL

Personnel Administration Manual
ADMISSION POLICY

OUR MISSION STATEMENT
Our mission is to promote leadership, critical thinking and life-long learning in a secure, healthy, all
female environment by providing quality international programmes in education in order to achieve
students’ potential as individuals as well as global citizens with emphasis on Arabic and Islamic values
in an effective joint homeschool partnership.
Procedure for admission
At SHGS, the following procedure is followed for High School.
There are 3 stages to the Admissions process:
1) APPLICATION
Acceptance of applications for High School to Shaikha Hessa Girls’ School are dependent on the
student:
 Currently attending the previous grade level of that applied for with the expectation of completing it
and being successfully promoted at the end of the school year.
 Students applying for grades 9 & 10 will be entering in to the school’s IGCSE programme and before
starting the application process should book a meeting with the IGCSE Coordinator and College
Counselor (compulsory) with regard to programme overview, course selection and Graduation credit
requirements.
 Students applying for grades 11 will be entering in to the school’s two year IB programme and before
starting the application process should book a meeting with the IB Coordinator and College Counselor
(compulsory) with regard to programme overview, course selection and Graduation credit
requirements.
 Students applying for Grade 10 or 11 entry who are not on track with SHGS credit requirements may
be declined entry or may only be eligible to take the IB diploma in Grades 11 and 12.
 The school does not invite applications for Grade 12.
 Students applying from British system schools will be mapped to our grade levels according to
Ministry of Education guidelines.
 Any failing subject on the report card should be re-assessed with a passing grade in her previous school
before applying.
The parent/guardian should fill and sign the application form and return it to the school along with:










BD 20/- application fee
2 current passport photos
copy of both the student’s Smart Card/CPR and passport
Show original birth certificate
A copy of her vaccination booklet and any vaccination taken at previous schools
Copies of the student’s report cards for the last 3 years (latest report for current school year and year
final reports for the previous two school years)
Academic Needs Assessment Form and Conduct Form (provided in Application Folder) to be filled
by the current school and delivered sealed to Shaikha Hessa Girls’ School or faxed to the school (fax
number 17750700)
Students applying from schools outside the Kingdom of Bahrain must provide the school with an
equivalency document prior to sitting entrance exams from the Exams Directorate of Ministry of
Education, Bahrain ()إدارة اإلمتحانات

Only after meeting the above requirements, will the student be invited to take placement tests.
Note1: The transfer from other schools within Bahrain after the first two weeks of school is not encouraged.
Note2: All parents should meet with our school doctor before the students join the school and will be asked
questions related to the student’s health and family health history to complete their health file. All Ministry
health examination requirements should be completed at their local health centre (5-6 years, 10-12 years and
13-15 years old check ups)
2) ACCEPTANCE
To be accepted into the grade level applied for, a student must:






Show competency in the placement test in math, English and Arabic for the grade level applied for.
Students applying for Grade 9 or above may additionally be given a science diagnostic test.
The school must be convinced it is in the student’s best interest to join the school
Parents will be notified by SMS, email or by phone of the results within one week of testing as to
whether the student is accepted or not. The Admissions Committee’s decision is final.
On acceptance, the registration and development fees should be paid immediately (please refer to
the School Fees sheet). The first instalment of tuition is due in April in advance. Unfortunately the
school cannot guarantee places in case of delay of payment.
Parents should collect the Year Final Report Card and Leaving Certificate from the previous school
at the end of the academic year and present it to Shaikha Hessa Girls’ School. Shaikha Hessa Girls’
School will then apply through the Private Education Directorate for the official Transfer Certificate

Note 1: Priority for places goes to sisters of students currently enrolled in the school, Board members children
and graduates of SHGS (providing they meet entry requirements). The remaining places will go to students
who show of Tuition Fees have been paid in full.





Immunization record has been submitted and a follow up interview has been completed with the
school’s doctor.
Successfully completing the previous grade level on the learning continuum (a copy of the year final
report card stating that they have been promoted must be sent to the Registrar as soon as it is issued by
their previous school) along with the original Leaving Certificate from the previous school.
All paperwork will then be submitted to the Ministry of Education (Private Sector) by a member of
Shaikha Hessa Girls’ School to finalize the school to school transfer and obtain the official Transfer
Certificate.

Revised for 2017/2018
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LANGUAGE POLICY
PHILOSOPHY / RATIONALE:
The school community at Shaikha Hessa Girls’ School is dedicated to ensuring that the bilingual
literacy programme and curriculum reflects the developmental ages and stages of its’ students, is rich
and meaning centered, emphasizes hands-on learning, encourages active participation, and provides
frequent opportunities for problem solving and written expression. Shaikha Hessa Girls’ School strives
to develop students who are thoughtful, critical, reflective, and embody the profiles and attitudes
emphasized within the IB Learner Profile. The administrators, teachers, and parents are committed to
building a community of learners who believe in and feel their success each day.
General Principles and Policies

SHGS Working Language:
English is the language of instruction and communications.

The school provides communications

translated into Arabic but is limited to handbooks and occasional letters.

The school provides

translation of documentation to Arabic teachers mainly to support their teaching and learning as
requested. French is offered as third language.
Internal Working Language:
English (British English) is the school’s internal working language, in which most operational and
developmental activities take place.

English is the main language of management and academic

committees (SLT, MLT and HOD). Arabic and English are the languages of governance.
Classroom language
English is the language of instruction in the English Language Arts, English Social Studies,
Mathematics, Science, P.E., Art and Music. Arabic is the language of instruction in parallel construction
Arabic, Arabic Social Studies, Civics, and Islamic Studies. French is the language of instruction in
French classes. Students are expected to speak the language appropriate to instructional outcomes.
OBJECTIVES:


Arabic is acquired as students’ first (mother tongue) Language.



English is acquired in addition to students’ first language.



French is acquired as third language from grade 4 to 8, and then it becomes optional.



English is the primary medium of instruction.



Arabic (Mother Tongue Language) is taught to all students as main part of the curriculum.



English develops as a process over time through purposeful use in listening, speaking, reading
and writing tasks across all curricular areas environment for all SHGS students.



English language instruction is delivered and assessed using developmental outcomes based
on International Cambridge Curriculum, IGCSE and IBDP curriculum documents.



Arabic Language Instruction is delivered and assessed using developmental outcomes chosen
from McRel and Bahrain Ministry of Education.



Language development and acquisition is the responsibility of all teachers within the SHGS
community.

GUIDELINES:


Teachers complete ESL in the Mainstream courses to gain professional knowledge on second
language acquisition processes which are developmental, spiraled, and occur over time through
many diverse and interactive experiences.



Teachers integrate language instruction within content instruction.



Teachers utilize strategies to make high-level content comprehensible (such as modeling,
previewing, using visuals, maps, manipulatives, drama, songs, etc.)



Teachers create classroom environments that provide students with a variety of opportunities to
listen to, read, speak, and write in English; Arabic and French.



Teachers model metalinguistic learning strategies and scaffold students in their language
learning and development.



Teachers plan their units throughout the year that focus on inquiry-based, experiential, and
active learning processes. (The IBO Learner Profile).



Teachers use formative and summative assessments that can be used to evaluate students’
language progress (This can be done in a variety of formats that highlight written and verbal
competencies.



Teachers use developmentally appropriate diagnostic assessments to determine if students
need additional support or extension in their language learning, and consult one another to plan
a course of action based on the individual needs of the students.

LANGUAGE SUPPORT DEPARTMENT POLICIES/BELIEFS:


English Language Learners are active constructors of meaning.



Instruction is based upon the students’ current level of understanding, and moves from the
concrete to the abstract.



Oral language is emphasized in all learning situations to promote formal, informal, and social
usage of language.



Students are encouraged to participate and engage in activities, at their own pace in a safe and
positive atmosphere.



Comprehension is promoted through oral language activities, such as drama, art, videos, books,
debates, discussion groups and music.



Comprehension is enhanced and promoted by providing explicit instruction that is clear,
sequential, and modeled repeatedly in a variety of ways.



Instruction is designed in collaboration with the classroom teachers using the School curricular
outcomes.



Collaboration and communication between the Language Support Department and the
classroom teacher is necessary to determine the best level of support for each student.

SHAIKHA HESSA GIRLS’ SCHOOL
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LEARNING SUPPORT SERVICES POLICY

I.

Mission Statement:

The Learning Support Unit constitutes an imperative part of Shaikha Hessa Girls’ School. Our mission
is to provide an inclusive education system, where students with mild to moderate Learning Disabilities
(LD) have access to the standard curriculum in the general education classroom. These students can be
identified and formally evaluated by either the school’s speech and language pathologist or an external
specialist. Hence, all LD students will be provided with an opportunity to achieve their personal
potential and lead to improved academic and social skills, increased self-esteem, and more positive
relationships with others in the community.

II.

LSU Objectives:

LSU endeavors to fulfill its mission by working towards the following objectives:


Developing programs and activities that foster the personal and academic growth and
independence of students who fall outside the mainstream packages on offer due to specific
difficulties.



Educating SHGS teaching community about the standards for accommodating students with
learning disabilities.



Providing efficient and responsive service delivery systems for students, faculty and
administrative staff.



Enable LD students who are experiencing difficulty either behavioral or otherwise to cope
successfully in mainstream by addressing the barriers to learning.



Support emotional development and challenge low expectations.

Created by Margo Zakharia in 2013
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III.

LSU Policies:
a. Policy Statement:

The following policies offer the guidelines for achieving the LSU objectives:


To assess, educate and reeducate students having general/specific learning difficulties from
Grade 1 until Grade 5 through in-class support and/or pull-out sessions that should be predefined in coordination with parents and the concerned teachers.



To create an Individualized Education Plan (IEP), based on assessment results for students
receiving pull-out sessions.



To update IEPs based on students’ progress.



To intervene with preschool students who are at-risk of a suspected learning difficulty in the
form of in-class support sessions.



To continue the support provided to elementary students during their middle school years (grades
6 to 8), in the form of pull-out sessions from French classes.



To offer suitable accommodations and alterations in the way evaluative tasks are presented to
students with LD from grades 6 to 12, which will allow them to complete the same assessments
as other students. The accommodations do not alter the content of assessments, but they give
students a fair advantage to show what they know without being impeded by their disability as
stated in the “Individuals with Disabilities Education Act”. Accommodations granted to students
with SEN at SHGS align with the majority of special arrangements suggested by IB
organization. They include additional time, rest periods, scribes, readers, prompters, modification
to examination paper (changes to the print, visual complexity and the language of the
examination papers). Moreover, tests’ modifications include changes in response, setting, and
test scheduling.

b. Eligible students:
These policies apply to students who:


Are enrolled at SHGS



Are screened and evaluated by the school’s Speech and Language Pathologist or diagnosed by a
professional to have a specific learning disability.



Have their parental written consent for the LSU intervention in the form of in-class support, pull
out sessions, and test modifications.
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c. Students with Behavioral Concerns:
SHGS does not excuse the inappropriate behavior of students.


A student is not otherwise qualified if she cannot comply with the institutional code of conduct
or if she poses a serious risk of harm to self or others.



The school may discipline a student with a disability for engaging in misconduct if it would
impose the same discipline on a student without a disability.



Misconduct due to not taking prescribed medication does not have to be accommodated.



However, the LSU aims to develop alternative strategies which can be used successfully to
manage LD students’ behavior and disaffection.

d. Special Education responsibilities:










Teach English, Arabic and Math for students with LD
Conduct class observations whenever necessary
Write IEPs (once a year) and progress reports (twice a year), for each student
Provide teachers with specific and differentiated strategies to suit the learner’s needs
and profile
Meetings with parents and teachers
Monitor grades given to students every quarter, and adjust in collaboration with class teachers
Coordinate and liaise with other departments
Modify and oversee tests given to students with learning disabilities

e. Speech and language Pathologist Responsibilities:


Intervention sessions for students with LD



Conduct class observations whenever necessary



Formal academic assessment for students, issuing of reports and participating in IEPs



Meetings with parents and teachers



Provide teachers with specific and differentiated strategies to suit the learner’s needs and profile



Coordinate and liaise with other departments



Modify and oversee tests given to students with learning disabilities

f. General Teachers’ responsibilities:
Teachers are responsible for the educational program of all the students in the classroom including those
with learning disabilities. Teachers will:
Created by Margo Zakharia in 2013
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Participate in documenting, implementing and evaluating the Individualized Education Plan.



Provide a supportive learning environment for students with learning disabilities inside the
classroom.



Be aware of individual students’ needs



Be provided with professional development to enhance strategies in the classroom.

g. Inclusive Education Practices:
The LSU provides inclusive education practices through two models:
i.

Pull-out sessions for students with LD:

Students with learning disabilities are pulled out from certain classes to receive extra support sessions in
any other core subject (English, Arabic, or math) based on the student's weaknesses.
ii.

In-class support for students with LD:

The special education teachers attends general education classroom to provide LD students enrolled in
the LSU, with extra support.
iii.

IGCSE and IBDP for students with LD:

Although the school offers external examinations, this is strictly optional and depends on the parents'
discretion. Students with learning disabilities are entitled for the modifications granted by the external
examining body (see updated external policies).

IV.

LSU expectations of parents:

The parents/caregivers have the right to choose to participate in the planning of their child’s Education
Plan. They are expected to:

V.



Provide appropriate support at home



Act on recommendations given by any professionals involved

LSU Consent Letters and Report Cards Outcome:
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Parental consent must be written and signed on a yearly basis approving the LSU intervention in
the form of in-class support, pull-out sessions, or test modifications.



A comment will appear in students’ quarterly report cards stating the following:
“(Name of student) is enrolled in the learning support unit at SHGS. She receives pull-out
services from (list subjects here), where she completes objectives set in her IEP. During this
academic year, (Name of student) received test modifications to assist her in demonstrating
progress in the following areas: (list subjects here).



If a student is receiving modifications at the high school level (grade 9 to 12), a note will be
placed in her transcript stating that she is receiving modifications in specific subjects.



If a student graduates from Shaikha Hessa Girls’ School while completing modified exams up
until grade 12, she will receive a graduation testimony " "افادة تخرجfrom the Ministry of
Education stating that she has received modified exams.

Key Words:
LSU: Learning Support Unit
LD: Learning Disabilities
SHGS: Shaikha Hessa Girls’ School
IEP: Individualized Education Plan
SEN: Special Education Needs
IBDP: International Baccalaureate® (IB) Diploma Programme (DP)
IGCSE: International General Certificate of Secondary Education
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ASSESSMENT POLICY
IB Diploma Program
OUR MISSION STATEMENT
Our mission is to promote leadership, critical thinking and life-long learning in a secure, healthy, all
female environment by providing quality international programmes in education in order to achieve
students’ potential as individuals as well as global citizens with emphasis on Arabic and Islamic
values in an effective joint homeschool partnership.

Assessment Beliefs:
• Assessment is fundamentally a feedback process. Self-reflection is an essential component of most
assessment.
• Students should have clear criteria for success on any assessment task.
• Assessment should improve student learning. Students should have access to, and use assessment
results to improve their learning.
• Assessment practices influence instructional practice and assessment results should be used regularly
to inform and modify instruction.
• Most learners achieve higher standards when provided with models of excellence, or exemplars, to
understand how work is graded.
Assessment Guidelines:
Assessment and reporting should:
• be timely and specific (approx. every 22 teaching days);
• be understood by both students and parents;
• allow for self-adjustment on the student’s part;
Aim of Assessment:
 Provide a supportive and positive mechanism that helps students to improve their learning,
teachers to improve their teaching and contribute to the efficiency of the programme.
Principles of Assessment:
 provide information about how students learn
 determine what students know and understand
 ascertain the skills that students have acquired
 diagnose learning problems and student needs
 monitor standards
 contribute to the efficiency of the programme
 reflect the curriculum and be an integral part of teaching and learning at all levels
1





check teaching objectives against learning outcomes
act as a feedback mechanism for curriculum development
motivate both teachers and learners through success in achievement

Effective Assessments Allow the Student to:
 have criteria that are known and understood in advance
 analyse their learning and understand what needs to be improved
 synthesise and apply their learning in addition to recalling facts
 highlight their strengths and demonstrate mastery and expertise
 learn in ways that the teacher did not foresee
 be reflective and partake in self and peer evaluation
 express different points of view and interpretations
 be encouraged to be responsible for their learning
 experience successful learning
 perform at a higher level when challenged

TYPES OF ASSESSMENT
Assessment should be meaningful and authentic, allowing learners to see a reason for their learning.
Formative Assessment
Formative assessment occurs concurrently with instruction. These ongoing assessments provide specific
feedback to teachers and students for the purpose of guiding teaching to improve learning. Examples
include quizzes, oral questioning, teacher observations, draft work, concept maps, etc.
Diagnostic Assessment
Diagnostic assessment can precede instruction and is used to check students’ prior knowledge and skill
levels, to identify student misconceptions, profile learners’ interests, reveal learning style preferences,
provide information to assist teacher planning and guide differentiated instruction.
Summative Assessment
Summative assessment summarizes what students have learned at the conclusion of an instructional
segment. It provides evaluative samples including performance tasks, test, examinations, projects and
work portfolios.
At SHGS, students will be continuously evaluated, both informally and formally. On a daily basis, the
progress and needs of each student should be noted and kept in mind as the lesson for the next day is
finalized.
Examinations Examinations for grades 6-12 will be planned with the students’ grade level and subject content needs in
mind.
In High School for IGCSE and IBDP programs2




adheres to the guidelines of the Exam Boards with regard to internal assessment components and
external examination procedures.
uses a variety of assessment tools within the general school assessment policy, including student
performance in internal examinations. It should be noted that the Mock examination is a
formative learning activity

EXPECTATIONS AT SHGS
Students should:
 Have a clear idea of the knowledge and/or skills that are being assessed.
 Be aware of the weighting of each assessment in the overall assessment pattern.
 Receive clear feedback regarding a mark or grade that has been awarded.
 Be able to see each graded assignment.
 Take full responsibility for their learning
 Be provided with the opportunity to have their performance assessed qualitatively.
 Have access to all criteria being used in the assessment.
 Not expect that every piece of work completed will be formally assessed.
 Be given advance warning of any assessment for which preparation is necessary and be clear
about the date of the assessment.
 Be aware that failure to meet set deadlines could result in reduced effort and achievement grades
Teachers should:
 Agree to deadlines in the light of the students’ other workload and give adequate time for the
completion of out-of-class assessments.
 Clearly define common assessment tasks within departments/subjects for each grade level.
 Use student performance as a feedback mechanism to initiate refinements to, or changes in, the
curriculum and its delivery.
 Use a variety of assessment tools.
 Provide one week notice for a major cumulative test and one day notice for a short quiz.
The School should:
 Produce examination/test timetables with enough notice for students and teachers to formulate a
revision programme (at least two weeks)
 Keep records of achievement
 Create an organizational structure for the efficient and effective enactment of external
assessment activities such as IGCSE & IBDP Examinations, PSAT, and other external
assessment Tests.
The IB Coordinator should:
• Distribute IB assessment materials to teachers
• Offer help in interpreting IB summary data to teachers
• Register students for IB exams
• Supervise IB testing and monitor testing conditions
• Set deadlines to ensure all I/A Assessments, extended essay, are uploaded on time
• Make the May session schedule available to all stake holders.
3

Parents should:
 Support all policies of SHGS particularly those that relate to learning
 Support student adherence to set deadlines for work
 Help motivate their child(ren)
 Help create an informative environment that is to the benefit of their child
 Support the school after school activities
EXAMPLES AND DEFINITIONS OF TOOLS OF ASSESSMENT
The following methods of assessment have been identified as central to the work of the Shaikha Hessa
Girls’ School. It is essential that they be seen as a package since they have been selected in order to
provide a range of approaches and therefore to provide a balanced view of the child.
Written/Oral Examination:
 An activity, which is in a controlled environment, adheres to SHGS and external examinations
such as IGCSE and IBDP examination procedures and is aimed to measure student performance
over the whole course taught to date.
 Semester examinations generally only take place at the end of semester in December (only gr-12,
January Gr-11) and May.
Major Test:
 A formalized class-controlled activity with students given notice (at least one week).
 Tests should not be on the day after three or more days’ holiday or after a major school event.
Unit Test:
 A formalized, in-class and controlled activity where students have been given notice (at least one
week).
 There should be reasonable intervals between tests
 They should measure student performance on work that has been taught
 Work should be limited to a defined unit of work that students are aware of as being a unit.
 Duration of the test can be no more than a double period.
Quiz:
 A formative piece of assessment on a small part of a unit, or through an informal class activity,
given after the completion of a particular topic.
Lesson Reviews:
 Short verbal or written questions to assess student understanding.
 All material reviewed should have been taught.
Investigation:
 A piece of structured work not necessarily linked to specific course content.
 Problems are often “open-ended” with students achieving results through investigative work.
Formal Essay:
 Extended piece of independent student work.
4




Can reflect a student generated title, a teacher-set title, be open or closed in nature and may have
guiding questions.
As students’ progress in age, this activity will move from descriptive to analytical or evaluative
and increasingly have a formal structure dependent upon the subject area.

Research Project:
 Involves both teacher guided and/or independent student work done both in class and/or as
homework.
 Requires appropriate referencing of research (MLA).
 The product may be in any defined medium: oral presentation, written work, video, computer
presentation or appropriate combinations or a part of other assessment tools.
 Individual student performance must be acknowledged as well as the group performance.
Short Exercises and Discussion:
 Work usually done in class and/or as homework.
 They should form part of a larger assessment mode and reinforce taught material and/or develop
specific skills.
Course Work (or other) Folder –
 A collection of different activities done in class or as homework.
 Clearly defined criteria are required.
Communicating the Results of International Baccalaureate Exams
 IB results are available at https://candidates.ibo.org from 1200 hours GMT during the first week
of July.
 In April, IB coordinator provides the students registered for IB exams a document containing the
unique alphanumeric username and personal identification number (PIN) needed to access IB
exam scores.
 IB scores are not mailed home.
 IB students are responsible for accessing results from the above website using the username and
PIN code provided by the IB coordinator. If a student should misplace his or her username
and/or PIN code, it is the student’s responsibility to contact the IB coordinator for assistance.
The IBO will not discuss results with candidates, their legal guardian(s) or representative(s). If a
student has an issue regarding his or her results, he or she must contact the IB coordinator for
assistance
 At the present time, IB exam scores are not included on official SHGS transcripts.
Awarding of the IB Diploma by the International Baccalaureate Organization
 https://candidates.ibo.org. provides diploma candidates with confirmation regarding achievement
of the IB diploma.
 In order to achieve the IB Diploma, a candidate must fulfill certain requirements. A candidate
must earn at least 24 points from their combined grades in six subjects, along with their grades
for *Theory of Knowledge (TOK) and the *Extended Essay (EE).
 A score of 30 or above is considered good. Scores of 35 or higher are excellent. A perfect
diploma score is 45.
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Students must not score a 1 or 2 in any Higher Level subject. Students must also complete the
Creativity, Action, and Service (CAS) requirements. However, there are certain conditions a
candidate must meet even if all of the aforementioned requirements are met.
These conditions are delineated in the IB document entitled General Regulations: Diploma
Programme.

Assessment and Academic Honesty
 SHGS places great value on the ethical qualities of personal integrity and academic honesty.
 Academic honesty is expected of all members of the school community; students, faculty,
administration and parents.
 Students are expected to abide by the school’s Academic Honesty Policy when completing any
and all pieces of assessment work – the overriding principles of which are outlined below:
- All work produced by Diploma Programme students is their own, authentic work
- All such authentic work has the ideas and words of others fully acknowledged
- Students understand and obey the rules relating to proper conduct of examinations
- Students understand the difference between collaboration and collusion, and that
it is unacceptable to present work arrived at through a process of collusion
- The policy refers to all assignments set and completed in school or at home,
ranging from basic pieces of homework to formal assessments required by the IB
Grades, reporting and recording
The IB Grading Scale is as follows:
7: Excellent
6: Very Good
5: Good
4: Satisfactory
3: Mediocre
2: Poor
1: Very Poor
**Grades 2 and 1 are failing grades.
The TOK course and the Extended Essay are graded according to the following scale:
A: Excellent
B: Good
C: Satisfactory
D: Mediocre
E: Elementary (failing grade)
N: No grade
Award of the Diploma –



In order to achieve a final score for the Diploma, the numeric grades from the six subjects are
added together. EE and TOK grades are converted into 1, 2 or 3 points (using the matrix below)
and added to the subject score to achieve a final result out of 45: ((6*7) + 3)
Minimum of 24 points are required in order to ‘pass’ the Diploma, along with the conditions
mentioned below –
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a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

CAS requirements are completed.
There is no N or E grade awarded in EE and TOK.
There is no grade 1 awarded in the subject/level
There is no more than two grades 2s awarded (SL or HL)
There is no more than three grades 3s or below awarded (SL or HL)
The student has not received any penalty for academic misconduct from the final award
committee.

The diploma point’s matrix

Extended Essay

Grade
A
Grade
B
Grade
C
Grade
D
Grade
E
No grade
N

Grade
A
3

Grade
B
3

Theory of knowledge
Grade
Grade
C
D
2
2

3

2

2

1

2

2

1

0

2

1

0

0

Failing
condition
Failing
condition

Failing
condition
Failing
condition

Failing
condition
Failing
condition

Failing
condition
Failing
condition

Grade
E
Failing
condition
Failing
condition
Failing
condition
Failing
condition
Failing
condition
Failing
condition

No grade
N
Failing
condition
Failing
condition
Failing
condition
Failing
condition
Failing
condition
Failing
condition
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SHGS -IBDP Grading Scale
IBDP courses
SL Courses

A
AB+
B
BC+
C
CD+
D
DF

85 and above

7

79-84
75-78

NON-IBDP Math
Course

HL Courses
84and above

7

77-83
6

73-76

89-100
83-88

6

77-82

71-74

69-72

71-76

67-70

65-68

65-70

59-66
50-58

5: 52-66
4: 42-51

42-49
38-41
33-37
29-32
15-28

62-64

5

60-64

57-61

55-59

54-56

50-54

3

50-53

2

46-49
42-45
28-41

4

46-49

3

40-45
36-39
Below 36

References and resources
International Baccalaureate Organization: Diploma Programme Assessment Procedures

Committee:
Maudhulika Jain – IBDP coordinator
Victoria Hulbert: HOD science, IBDP Chemistry teacher
Weaam Sperinck: HOD ICT and Arts, IBDP Visual arts teacher
Mariyam Gulshan: IBDP B&M teacher
Dec 2017
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ACADEMIC HONESTY POLICY
IB Diploma Program
OUR MISSION STATEMENT
Our mission is to promote leadership, critical thinking and life-long learning in a secure, healthy, all
female environment by providing quality international programmes in education in order to achieve
students’ potential as individuals as well as global citizens with emphasis on Arabic and Islamic
values in an effective joint homeschool partnership.
Academic Honesty/Plagiarism:
Academic honesty is expected from all students at all times. Academic misconduct or unacceptable
academic behavior is defined as follows
 Cheating: Copying another student’s work, using hidden sheets, notes, codes, keywords, or
writing on any part of the body carrying such material with the intention of using them on a test,
exam, quizzes, presentations etc. without prior permission from the teacher.
 Fabrication: using false data and information.
 Plagiarism: Plagiarism is the act of using another person’s work or ideas and not giving credit to
original author of the idea. Plagiarism is not allowed in any form in any academic institution.
In SHGS, it is considered academic dishonesty and will result in serious disciplinary action.
 Deception: Not being honest regarding missing work such as informing the teacher that the work
was submitted when it wasn’t.
 Bribery: Offering money or any kind of gifts for answers or work to be done on a student’s
behalf.
Consequences for Academic Dishonesty:
 First offense: receives a warning, parents are informed, and receives a zero on the section or
question cheated on.
 Second offense: Both student and parent sign a contract with the counselor; student looses the
exam grade, and the possibility of being suspended.
 Third offense: The student will be suspended from school.
IB specific –
1. The students and parents read and sign the document –Appendix -1 at the start of IB program in
grade -11
2. The school uses the Turnitin software for checking Plagiarism. When needed the teachers
would inform the students and they will have to upload their assignments.

3. Towards the end of Grade-12, every students should sign the Candidate consent( school template
) issued by the IBO
Note: The Academic Policy is in line with the Ministry of Education, Bahrain requirements.
Committee:
Maudhulika Jain – IBDP coordinator
Rima Baghdadi: Academic and Collage counselor

Appendix 1:

Student Handbook
SY-

 Rules and responsibilities
 Agreement
TEACHER ROLE
1. Clarification and explanation of what the teacher considers to be ethical academic behavior
generally.
2. Clarification and explanation of the extent to which collaboration or group participation is
permissible in preparing essays, assignments, homework, reports, laboratory reports, tests,
quizzes, or any other work.
3. Clarification and explanation of the extent to which the use of study aids, books, data, or other
information is permissible to fulfill assignment requirements.
4. Guidelines on what constitutes plagiarism, including requirements for citing sources.
STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES
1. Students should request a clarification of the teacher’s expectations for each assignment if none
are given.
2. Students should follow through with ethical academic behavior and expect others around them
to also follow a policy of integrity and honor.
3. Students should review the school’s general expectations found within the SHGS Student
Handbook.
4. It is the student’s responsibility to hand in a prepared hardcopy of any late work after an
excused absence within two days of arriving back to school. Any late work handed in after that will
be considered a zero. Work handed in must be in the form of a hardcopy.
5. If a student has an excused absence on an assigned test day, it is the student’s responsibility to
arrange for a re-test. The allocated time for re-tests is Tuesdays at 1:30pm.
6. If a student has an excused absence and misses a quiz. This quiz can only be made up during
lunchtime within two days following the absence.

7. Students failing to meet internal school deadlines risk not being able to achieve an IB Diploma.
The workload is phased out over the two years of the Diploma Programme. The student is given
an internal calendar of deadlines for the year to enable her to plan her work schedule and always
know when a deadline is approaching. In addition to the IB Bulletin board which communicates all
relevant information at all times.
8. It is the students’ responsibility to create an email account strictly for academic use. Students
are required to create a gmail account using the following address:
For Class of 20XX:ibshgs20XX_fullname@gmail.com
AGREEMENT
I, as an IB student, have read and fully understand what is expected of me and so formally
commit myself to abide by this agreement during the entire IB Diploma Programme and to accept
the consequences in the case I should violate it.
I agree that I will:
 Submit work that is fully my own.
 Submit work on the given deadlines and in a timely manner.
 Abide by the IB expectations.
 Abide by the IB rules and regulations provided in this Information Booklet.
I, as a parent of an IB student, acknowledge I have received, read, understood and accepted the
general regulations. I have noted and understood the rules on copywriting relating to students’
materials submitted.
Any work submitted that is not your own will automatically result in failure to obtain the IB
Diploma.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Please detach and return this signed Agreement form to the IB Office no later than
(Day, date, year ).
---------------------------------Name of Student

-----------------------------Signature of Student

---------------------------------Name of Parent

-----------------------------Signature of Parent

Maudhulika Jain
IB Coordinator

-----------------------------Signature of IB Coordinator

---------------------------------Date

